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Modeling the Intergalactic Medium during the
Epoch of Reionization
Adam Lidz
Abstract A major goal of observational and theoretical cosmology is to observe the
largely unexplored time period in the history of our universe when the first galax-
ies form, and to interpret these measurements. Early galaxies dramatically impacted
the gas around them in the surrounding intergalactic medium (IGM) by photoionz-
ing the gas during the “Epoch of Reionization” (EoR). This epoch likely spanned
an extended stretch in cosmic time: ionized regions formed and grew around early
generations of galaxies, gradually filling a larger and larger fraction of the volume
of the universe. At some time – thus far uncertain, but within the first billion years
or so after the big bang – essentially the entire volume of the universe became filled
with ionized gas. The properties of the IGM provide valuable information regarding
the formation time and nature of early galaxy populations, and many approaches
for studying the first luminous sources are hence based on measurements of the
surrounding intergalactic gas. The prospects for improved reionization-era observa-
tions of the IGM and early galaxy populations over the next decade are outstand-
ing. Motivated by this, we review the current state of models of the IGM during
reionization. We focus on a few key aspects of reionization-era phenomenology
and describe: the redshift evolution of the volume-averaged ionization fraction, the
properties of the sources and sinks of ionizing photons, along with models describ-
ing the spatial variations in the ionization fraction, the ultraviolet radiation field, the
temperature of the IGM, and the gas density distribution.
1 Introduction
Most of the volume of the universe, and much of the matter within it, lies in between
the galaxies; this space is filled with diffuse gas known as the intergalactic medium
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(IGM). The study of the IGM is important for a broad range of astrophysical top-
ics including studies of large-scale structure, galaxy formation, measurements of
cosmological parameters, and in understanding the overall history of our universe.
First, the gas in the IGM mostly traces the underlying matter density field – which
is apparently dominated by dark matter – and the IGM hence probes the “cosmic
web” of voids, sheets, filaments, and halos that characterize the overall distribution
of matter in our universe on large spatial scales [1]. Next, the gas out of which
galaxies form starts in the IGM. As galaxies form, they impact the structure of the
IGM by photoionizing it, heating it, and through galactic winds which enrich it with
heavy elements (“metals”). Galactic winds also inject energy and momentum back
into the IGM. These processes then influence the formation of subsequent genera-
tions of galaxies, and so understanding the IGM is a pre-requisite for a complete
theory of galaxy formation. In addition, the properties of the IGM are “nuisance”
parameters for several probes of fundamental cosmological numbers: for example,
parameter studies using the statistics of the Lyman-alpha (Ly-α) forest of absorp-
tion lines [2] rely on a good understanding of the IGM, while the optical depth to
electron scattering [3] and the amplitude of the patchy kinetic Sunayev-Zel’dovich
effect [4, 5] are nuisance parameters in studies of cosmic microwave background
(CMB) anisotropies and depend on IGM properties. Finally, and most relevant for
the present chapter, the early time properties of the IGM provide a record of a key
period in the history of our universe, the Epoch of Reionization (EoR) [6].
The EoR marks the formation of early generations of stars, galaxies, and accret-
ing black holes: as the first luminous sources formed, they emitted ultraviolet ra-
diation, ionizing “bubbles” of gas around them. As ionized bubbles formed around
neighboring sources, these regions grew and merged with each other, and gradually
filled the entire volume of the universe with ionized gas.1 This process is called
reionization and the time period over which it takes place is referred to as the EoR.
The EoR is a key time period in the history of our universe since it marks the for-
mation of the first generation of complex astrophysical objects, and because the
reionization process impacted almost all of the baryons in the universe. It is also
a frontier topic in observational cosmology; observations across a wide range of
wave-bands are just starting to probe into the EoR and remarkable progress is ex-
pected in the next several years. In conjunction, a great deal of theoretical work is
being done to model the IGM during reionization; this work plays a crucial role in
interpreting current and future measurements, and in planning and forecasting the
sensitivity of upcoming observations.
The goal of this chapter is to describe some key features of IGM models during
reionization, highlighting some areas of recent progress as well as remaining chal-
lenges. The IGM modeling described in this chapter is relevant for a broad range of
current and upcoming data sets including: high redshift quasar absorption spectra
[7, 8], narrow band surveys for Lyman-alpha (Ly-α) emitting galaxies (LAEs) [9],
measurements of the luminosity function of Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs) [10], op-
tical afterglow spectra of gamma-ray bursts [11], improved measurements of CMB
1 The continuing output of UV radiation from numerous generations of galaxies and accreting
black holes has since kept the IGM in a highly ionized state to the present day.
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polarization [12], small-scale CMB fluctuations [13], and redshifted 21 cm obser-
vations [14, 15, 16, 17], among other probes.
In starting to think about models of the IGM during reionzation, it is interesting
to first contrast this problem with the case of modeling the post-reionization IGM
at say z ∼ 2− 4. This is interesting because the post-reionization IGM is subject to
sharper empirical tests than presently possible during reionization (e.g. [2, 18]). It is
also a good starting point in that cosmological hydrodynamic simulations provide a
rather successful match to the main statistical properties of the z ∼ 2− 4 Ly-α for-
est [19, 20, 21, 22, 23].2 The main features of the successful post-reionization IGM
model are summarized as follows. First, the IGM gas is highly photoionized, with
only a small residual neutral fraction set by the balance between recombinations and
photoionizations from an approximately uniform UV radiation background. The UV
radiation background is sourced by star-forming galaxies and quasars; current evi-
dence suggests that star-forming galaxies produce most of the UV radiation above
z ∼ 3 or so, and that quasars dominate at later times (e.g. [26, 27, 28]). Next, the
temperature of the IGM gas is determined mostly by the interplay between pho-
toionization heating and adiabatic cooling from the expansion of the universe, and
should be close to a power law in the local gas density [29, 30].3 Finally, on large
scales, the IGM gas traces the overall distribution of matter in the universe, while it
is smoothed out on small scales by gas pressure gradients, i.e., by Jeans smoothing
(e.g. [31]). According to this model, the structure in Ly-α forest quasar absorption
spectra trace fluctuations in the underlying line-of-sight density field with each spec-
trum providing a skewer through the cosmic web. A key simplifying feature of this
successful model is that the UV radiation field is treated as spatially uniform. This is
generally a good approximation in the post-reionization universe because the mean
free path to hydrogen ionizing photons is quite large, ∼ a few hundred co-moving
Mpc at z∼ 3 (e.g. [32]). The approximation of a uniform radiation field then allows
modelers to mostly avoid detailed calculations of the radiative transfer of ionizing
photons through the IGM.
However, the uniform UV radiation field approximation obviously breaks down
close to and during the EoR, when radiative transfer and a detailed modeling of the
interplay between the ionizing sources and the IGM become essential. Indeed, the
overall timing of reionization should show strong spatial variations as some regions
form galaxies and become filled with ionized gas more rapidly than others. As a
result, many of the properties of the IGM will fluctuate spatially during reioniza-
tion and an important challenge for IGM models is to account for the simultaneous
variations in all of these quantities.
A wide variety of techniques are being employed to model the IGM during reion-
ization, including a range of different schemes for approximately solving the ra-
2 There are still, of course, interesting questions regarding precisely how successful this basic
model is and whether there are important missing ingredients. To name one prime example, HeII
reionization should significantly impact the z∼ 3 IGM and impact the thermal state of the IGM, and
other properties (e.g. [24, 25]) in ways that are not included in most current Ly-α forest models.
3 Although HeII reionization should impact this “temperature-density” relation, and lead to large-
scale spatial fluctuations in this relation [24].
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diative transfer equation (see [33] for a recent review, and also the “Cosmological
Radiative Transfer Comparison Project” which tests and compares different meth-
ods, [34]), often performed in a post-processing step on top of evolved cosmologi-
cal simulations. Another commonly used approach is the so-called “semi-numeric”
modeling scheme [35, 36], based on the excursion set formalism [37, 38]. In this
chapter, we focus mostly on a few important aspects of reionization-era IGM phe-
nomenology rather than on the specifics of different radiative transfer calculations
and semi-numeric models; we refer the reader to the above articles for more infor-
mation regarding the details of these techniques.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In §2, we discuss an approximate model
for the volume-averaged ionization fraction of the IGM and its redshift evolution.
This in turn depends on the properties of the sources and sinks of ionizing photons,
which are further discussed in §3 and §4, respectively. We then turn to consider spa-
tial variations in the ionized fraction and the size distribution of the ionized regions
during reionization in §5. After this, we discuss models that describe the spatial
variations in the UV radiation background (§6) and the temperature of the IGM
after reionization (§7). §8 describes models of the gas density distribution. We con-
clude in §9, briefly summarizing the present state of IGM models along with some
future prospects.
2 The Volume-Averaged Ionization Fraction and its Redshift
Evolution
We start by considering a simple model for the average ionization history of the
universe, with the aim of providing an approximate description of how reionization
proceeded over cosmic time. Empirical constraints on the ionization history can
determine: when in our cosmic history did the reionization process begin and how
long did it take for the universe to become filled with ionized gas? The answers
to these questions are, of course, intimately tied to the properties of the ionizing
sources and to the clumpiness of the intergalactic gas.
The mean free path of ionizing photons propagating through the neutral IGM dur-
ing reionization is quite short. As a result, the ionization state of the IGM should be
well-described as a two-phase medium, and consist of highly-ionized regions inter-
mixed with gas in a mostly-neutral phase.4 A key quantity of interest is the fraction
of the IGM volume in each of the ionized and neutral phases as a function of time. A
major goal is to robustly extract the redshift evolution of this quantity from upcom-
ing observations. Here we focus on a simple but approximate model for describing
the redshift evolution of the volume-averaged ionization fraction. This illustrates
what we hope to learn from future observational constraints on the ionization frac-
tion, while revealing the key ingredients involved in the associated modeling.
4 In principle, a two-phase medium might be a poor description if the ionizing sources have a very
hard spectrum, but this possibility seems unlikely given existing observations [39].
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An approximate equation describing the redshift evolution of the ionized fraction
is [26, 40, 27]:
d〈xi〉
dt =
d
(
nγ/nH
)
dt −
〈xi〉
¯trec
. (1)
Here 〈xi〉 denotes the volume-averaged ionization fraction, nγ/nH is the average
number of ionizing photons per hydrogen atom and ¯trec is the average recombination
time of gas in the IGM. This equation reflects the competition between photoion-
izations (first term on the right-hand side) and recombinations (second term on the
right-hand side).
Since the average time between recombinations in the reionization-era IGM is
fairly long, the ionization fraction during the EoR mostly reflects the cumulative
ionizing photon output of all of the luminous sources that have turned-on up to that
time. This is in contrast to measurements of the galaxy luminosity function at high
redshift, which are sensitive to only those sources above some luminosity limit (and
at a given instant in cosmic time). In fact, present evidence suggests that most of
the ionizing photons at z & 6 are produced by sources below present detection lim-
its (see §3 below). This feature highlights one of the main strengths of using the
properties of the IGM to learn about the ionizing sources: the ionization state of the
IGM reflects the combined influence of all of the ionizing sources, and thereby com-
plements measurements of galaxy counts which are able (at current sensitivities) to
detect only relatively bright objects.
It is worth keeping in mind some of the assumptions and limitations inherent in
Eq. 1. First, the average recombination time depends on the clumpiness of the ion-
ized gas in the intergalactic medium. This depends, in turn, on the details of reioniza-
tion itself. For example, if the ionizing sources have an especially hard spectrum the
ionization fronts will penetrate more deeply into dense clumps, where the density
and recombination rate are higher. Second, some care is required in deciding which
regions to include in the averaging used to define the clumping factor. For example,
self-shielded highly neutral regions should not be included in the averaging. In addi-
tion, note that the escape fraction fesc – that is, the fraction of ionizing photons that
escape the host halo and make it into the IGM (see §2.1) – implicitly incorporates
the impact of recombinations within the host halos of the ionizing sources, and so
including regions within the halos of ionizing sources would (mostly) be double-
counting.5 Third, Eq. 1 ignores spatial correlations between the sources and sinks
of ionizing photons. Fourth, this equation effectively assumes that ionizing pho-
tons are absorbed instantaneously, and ignores redshifting effects. Finally, although
an ensemble averaged clumping factor suffices to determine the average ionization
fraction, in some contexts it may be important that the clumping factor likely has
large spatial fluctuations.
5 Note that recombinations that occur following photoionizations from an exterior source would
not involve double-counting, hence the parenthetical “mostly” remark here.
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2.1 The Source Term
The first ingredient in the above equation is the source term, describing the rate of
production of ionizing photons. In order to develop some intuition here, let us first
consider the simplest possible model for the cumulative number of ionizing photons
emitted (per hydrogen atom) by the ionizing sources. In particular, let us assume
that each dark matter halo above some minimum mass Mmin hosts a galaxy and that
the cumulative output of ionizing photons per hydrogen atom is:
nγ
nH
= fesc f⋆Nγ fcoll(> Mmin) = ζ fcoll(M > Mmin). (2)
This equation expresses the ionizing photon budget as a product of several uncertain
factors, which one might loosely refer to as “reionization’s Drake Equation”.6 Here
fesc is the fraction of ionizing photons that escape the host halo and make it into
the IGM. The escape of ionizing radiation from each individual galaxy likely varies
significantly with propagation direction, time, and scale. In addition, it depends on
the detailed spatial distribution of the gas, stars, and dust in the interstellar medium
of the galaxy as well as the distribution of “circumgalactic” gas in the host halo. The
above description sweeps these complexities into a single parameter, which should
be thought of as a global average over time, direction, and host galaxy properties.
Note that the above formula ignores any explicit dependence of the escape fraction
and other quantities on host halo mass, although it is straightforward to allow addi-
tional mass dependence. Next, f⋆ describes the fraction of the baryons in the halo
that have been converted into stars; the above equation implicitly assumes that each
halo contains the universal cosmic baryon fraction. The quantity Nγ is the number of
ionizing photons produced per baryon converted into stars. The ionizing photons are
produced by O and B stars (with high surface temperatures and short lifetimes), and
perhaps by metal-free Pop III stars as well. The ionizing photon yield, Nγ , is hence
sensitive to the Initial Mass Function (IMF) and metallicity of these stellar popula-
tions; the IMF determines the fraction of stellar mass that is incorporated into the
massive, ionizing photon producing, stars. Finally, fcoll(> Mmin) is the fraction of
matter that has collapsed into halos above some minimum mass Mmin. Note that for
simplicity this equation neglects an order unity correction coefficient (to account for
the presence of helium, e.g. [6]).
Here Mmin is meant to represent a plausible minimum host halo mass above
which gas can cool and condense to form stars. The quantity ζ in Eq. 2 then de-
scribes the efficiency at which matter collapsing into galaxy hosting halos produces
ionizing photons.7 As gas falls into a collapsing dark matter halo, it shocks and
heats to the virial temperature with kBTvir = µmpGM/2rvir, where M is the total
6 The Drake Equation describes the likelihood of extraterrestrial life as the product of several
uncertain factors.
7 Note that in some work ζ is defined differently than here, and incorporates a factor describing
the average number of recombinations per hydrogen atom. Here recombinations are treated in the
sink term of Eq. 1.
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gravitating mass of the collapsed halo of radius rvir, µ is the mean mass per particle
in units of the proton mass, and the equality reflects the virial balance between the
kinetic and gravitational energies in the collapsed halo.8 An important mass scale
is then the mass at which the virial temperature reaches Tvir = 104 K, because pri-
mordial atomic gas cooler than this is unable to cool, fall to the center of the halo,
and ultimately fragment and form stars.9 Cooling by molecular and metal lines may
allow the gas to cool in smaller halos, although molecular gas is fragile and easilly
dissociated. The halo virial temperature and mass, at collapse redshift z, are related
by: (e.g. [43]):
Tvir = 1.1× 104K
[
M
108M⊙
]2/3 [1+ z
7
]
. (3)
A first rough estimate of the minimum galaxy-hosting halo mass is then Mmin ∼
108M⊙, as this corresponds roughly to the halo mass above which the gas can cool
by emitting in atomic lines at the redshifts of interest.
The minimum mass should, however, be influenced by numerous forms of feed-
back from the galaxy formation process: supernova winds can expel gas from small
host halos (e.g. [44]), photoionization can heat gas sufficiently to prevent it from
failling into low mass halos (e.g. [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]), and perhaps re-
move gas from existing galaxy-hosting halos, while UV radiation can also impact
the cooling rate of collapsing gas by dissociating molecules [53] and photoionizing
atomic gas. This quantity should be time dependent and vary spatially since pho-
toionization heating will impact only regions where galaxies have turned on and
produced a significant amount of UV radiation. It may not, however, impact all
galaxies forming within ionized regions: some of the gas in newly forming galaxies
may have fallen into the host halo long before and reached a high enough density
to self-shield from photo-ionizing radiation before being exposed to this radiation
[49]. It is also possible that supernova feedback is sufficiently strong to mostly over-
whelm the impact of photoionization heating. In this case, since supernova feedback
depends on local galaxy-scale physics, spatial variations in the timing of reioniza-
tion may not significantly modulate the efficiency of the galaxy formation process.
Also note that the impact of feedback effects should depend most directly on the
depth of the halo potential well, and so it may be better to consider a minimum
virial temperature for galaxy hosting halos, rather than a minimum host halo mass.
Here we will, however, stick to using Mmin as our parameter.
8 Note, however, that much of the gas in lower mass halos may fall into a growing galaxy along
filaments in “cold mode accretion” flows without shocking to the halo virial temperature [41, 42].
9 At higher temperatures, collisions excite atoms to energy levels above the ground state: the ex-
cited atoms quickly decay and emit photons, some of which escape the halo and cool the gas.
Below 104 K, the gas is not hot enough to excite hydrogen atoms above the ground state.
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2.2 Clumping Factors
The rate at which ionized gas in the IGM recombines scales as density squared,
and so the volume-averaged recombination rate depends on the so-called clumping
factor C = 〈ρ2g 〉ionized IGM/〈ρg〉2. Assuming the case-B recombination rate here10
and a temperature of T = 2× 104K, the average time between recombinations is:
¯trec = 0.93Gyr
[
3
C
][
1+ z
7
]−3 [ T0
2× 104K
]0.7
. (4)
As we emphasized previously, the clumping factor must – at some level – de-
pend on the nature of reionization itself: the clumpiness of the ionized gas is the
relevant quantity here, and precisely which regions are ionized depends on the spec-
trum of the ionizing sources, the intensity of the UV radiation field incident on dense
regions, and other details of the reionization process. In addition, the interplay be-
tween radiative transfer and hydrodynamics should also be important in this prob-
lem: as ionizing photons penetrate into a dense region and heat the interior gas to
temperatures greater than the virial temperature of the host halo, a photo-evaporative
flow is produced and gas gradually escapes the halo [50].
Despite these challenges, a great deal of progress has been made recently by
using small-scale hydrodynamic simulations to measure clumping factors; these re-
sults can then be incorporated into large-volume reionization simulations through
sub-grid modeling and into analytic calculations (using Eq. 1, for example). In one
study, [54] used SPH simulations with a uniform UV background radiation field and
considered the impact of photo-heating in the optically thin approximation. These
authors emphasize that photo-heating exerts a positive feedback on reionization –
by reducing the clumpiness of the IGM – as well as the more widely appreciated
negative feedback (from raising Mmin). In order to separate recombinations in the
IGM from those in the ISM of a galaxy (which are mostly accounted for in the
escape fraction), and to approximately account for self-shielded gas, these authors
consider the clumping factor of gas beneath various overdensity thresholds. For a
threshold gas overdensity of ∆ = ρg/〈ρg〉= 100, this study finds C = 3 at z = 6 for
gas reionized at zr & 9. Shortly after a gas element is ionized, the clumping factor is
higher than this (see their Fig. 5), because it takes some time for the gas to respond
to prior photo-heating.11 After this “response time” passes, the clumping factor de-
pends weekly on redshift. Note, however, that it is challenging to fully resolve the
small-scale structure in the gas distribution before it has had time to relax, and so
10 The case-B recombination rate excludes recombinations directly to the ground state in calculat-
ing the total recombination rate of the gas. The rationale here is that (direct) recombinations to the
ground state produce an additional ionizing photon; if these photons are quickly absorbed nearby,
“on-the-spot”, then these recombinations have no net effect on the ionization state of the gas.
11 Note that this timescale may be underestimated owing to the optically thin approximation
adopted in this work. In the optically thin limit, the response time is roughly the sound cross-
ing time, LJ/cs, where LJ is the Jeans length (Eq. 8) and cs is the sound speed in the reheated
gas.
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the finite resolution of the simulations in the above study may lead to an underesti-
mate of the early time clumping factors [55]. [56] also calculate the clumping factor
from SPH simulations, treating the radiative transfer in a post-processing step, and
thereby explicitly accounting for the self-shielding of dense regions (although their
post-processing approach does not capture the coupling between the hydrodynamics
and radiative transport). These authors find C = 2−3 at z= 6 for gas that reheated at
zr = 10. Another earlier work ([57]), uses full small-scale radiation hydrodynamic
simulations of reionization; this work uses several different weighting schemes to
compute the averages that enter into the clumping factor calculations. This work
also shows a sizeable scatter in the locally-estimated clumping factors. It is worth
mentioning that all of these studies ignore the impact of “pre-heating” from early
X-rays [58, 59], which may heat the gas up to temperatures as large as T ∼ 1,000
K significantly before reionization, reducing the clumping factor at early times and
the time scale for the gas to relax after subsequent heating.
2.3 Model Reionization Histories
In summary, let us consider solutions to Eq. 1 for plausible values of the ionizing ef-
ficiency, ζ , the minimum mass, Mmin, and the clumping factor, C. Inserting a typical
set of fiducial, but uncertain, numbers gives:
ζ = 40
[ f⋆
0.1
][ fesc
0.1
][
Nγ
4000
]
(5)
for the ionizing efficiency parameter, ζ , while Mmin = 109M⊙ and C = 3 are plausi-
ble numbers for the minimum host halo mass and clumping factor, respectively. The
fiducial value of Mmin = 109M⊙ here is a bit higher than the atomic cooling mass
described in Eq. 3; this is intended to roughly account for the negative feedback
from photoionization heating and supernova feedback. Adopting a constant value
for the minimum host halo mass rather than one that varies in time and spatially is
unlikely to be realistic in detail, but we are just interested in rough estimates here.
Fig. 1 shows the redshift evolution of the volume-averaged ionization fraction
for this case, and also illustrates the impact of parameter variations around this
model. The top panel of the figure shows the ionization history for varying ζ be-
tween ζ = 20 and ζ = 80 (in steps of 20), while fixing Mmin = 109M⊙ and C = 3.
Note that this range is not meant to span the full range of possible values, but
only to give some sense for the dependence of the ionization history on this pa-
rameter. This range in ζ might correspond, for example, to lowering and raising
the escape fraction from its fiducial value by a factor of two. As one simple de-
scription of the resulting ionization history, these values of ζ lead to the following
range of redshifts for reionization to “complete” (i.e., the z = zend at which 〈xi〉
reaches unity): ζ = (20,40,60,80) gives zend = (5.6,6.9,7.7,8.2). For each ion-
ization history, we can additionally calculate the probability that a CMB photon
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Thomson scatters off a free electron during and after reionization. Current con-
straints on the optical depth to electron scattering, τe, come from WMAP measure-
ments of the E-mode polarization power spectrum combined with Planck temper-
ature anisotropy data and give τe = 0.089+0.12−0.14 [60, 61]. For reference, the mod-
els with ζ = (20,40,60,80) give τe = (0.051,0.063,0.070,0.075) assuming he-
lium is singly ionized along with hydrogen and ignoring the expected small in-
crease in this value following HeII reionization. Current measurements hence prefer
the higher ionizing efficiency models. In the middle panel, we show the impact
of varying Mmin across Mmin = 108M⊙,109M⊙, and 1010M⊙, while fixing ζ = 40
and C = 3. Reionization starts earlier for the smaller value of Mmin, while it is de-
layed for the larger Mmin. This reflects the hierarchical nature of structure forma-
tion in Cold Dark Matter (CDM) cosmologies: small halos collapse first, and larger
halos are built up subsequently from the merging of smaller systems. Quantita-
tively, we find (zend,τe) = (8.4,0.084);(6.9,0.063);(5.5,0.045) for Mmin = 108M⊙,
109M⊙, and 1010M⊙, respectively. Finally, the bottom panel shows the impact
of varying the clumping factor and hence the average time between recombina-
tions in the ionized IGM (while fixing ζ = 40 and Mmin = 109M⊙): this gives
(zend,τe) = (6.4,0.059);(6.9,0.063);(7.6,0.069) for C = 6,3, and C = 0, respec-
tively. (The C = 0 case gives the ionization history in the absence of recombina-
tions).
Fig. 1 demonstrates that a fairly broad range of ionization histories are possible,
even within the context of this simple model. In reality, the efficiency parameter
likely has some mass and redshift dependence, while the minimum mass should
depend on redshift and vary spatially as reionization proceeds, as should the clump-
ing factor. Nonetheless, if upcoming measurements can place constraints on the
reionization history, 〈xi(z)〉, this will provide a powerful record of the cumulative
impact of all previous generations of ionizing sources. This information can then be
combined with direct measurements of the UV luminosity density of star-forming
galaxies over cosmic time to further reveal the nature of these early galaxy popula-
tions.
3 Guidance from Existing Observations: The Sources of Ionizing
Photons
The model of the previous section is a useful start, but here we will delve a little
more deeply and give a brief overview of the current status of empirical constraints
on the properties of the ionizing sources. A great deal of observational progress has
been made recently, enabled in large part by the Wide-Field Camera 3 (WFC-3)
onboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), in measuring high redshift UV galaxy
luminosity functions (e.g [62, 63, 64, 65]). These measurements provide important
empirical guidance regarding the properties of the ionizing sources, which can be
used to inform reionization models. For the most part, galaxy properties are hard to
capture in first-principles simulations – especially those aiming to capture the large
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volumes relevant for reionization studies – and so modelers rely on sub-grid pre-
scriptions to describe the ionizing sources. Hence the UV luminosity function mea-
surements provide both general insight into the properties of the ionizing sources,
and can help guide these sub-grid models.
The luminosity function measurements directly determine the UV luminosity
density above some limiting magnitude, which are well-fit by Schechter functions
[66]. In order to infer the total rate per unit volume at which star-forming galax-
ies produce ionizing photons, additional assumptions are required. Specifically, this
conversion depends on the escape fraction of ionizing photons, the UV spectral
shape of the ionizing sources, and assumptions about the luminosity density in
sources below the limiting magnitude of the observations. One may write [64]:
n˙γ = fescξionρUV, (6)
where n˙γ denotes the number of ionizing photons per co-moving volume produced
per unit time, fesc is the escape fraction, ξion quantifies the number of ionizing pho-
tons produced per erg per second per Hz of UV luminosity emitted at a restframe
wavelength of 1500A˚, and ρUV denotes the UV luminosity density (at 1500A˚) in
units of ergs s−1Hz−1Mpc−3. [64] explore a variety of Bruzual & Charlot ([67])
stellar population synthesis models, and find that a range of values for ξion are
consistent with the observed UV spectral slopes, adopting the plausible value of
ξion = 1025.2ergs s−1Hz−1. In this case, it is useful to note that:
ρUV =1.6× 1026 ergs s−1Hz−1Mpc−3
[
0.2
fesc
][
n˙γ
3 photons/hydrogen atom/Gyr
]
×
[
1025.2ergs s−1Hz−1
ξion
]
. (7)
The ionizing emissivity here has been normalized to n˙γ ∼ 3 photons per atom per
Gyr. This is a characteristic value because it is comparable to the value n˙γ ∼Cαne =
2 photons per atom per Gyr required to maintain the ionization of the IGM at z = 6,
assuming the case-A recombination coefficient12 at a temperature of T = 2×104 K,
and C = 3. In the above equation we have set fesc = 0.2, as in [64], because escape
fractions of this order appear necessary for galaxies to reionize the universe and for
these sources to simply maintain the ionization at later times. This escape fraction
seems required unless either early stellar populations produce a surprisingly large
number of ionizing photons per baryon converted into stars, or else there is an abun-
dant faint source population above that predicted by even generous extrapolations
down the faint end of the Schechter function fits.
The observed galaxy UV emissivity at redshifts z∼ 5−8, compiled from various
recent UV luminosity function measurements in the literature [69, 70, 71] by [64],
is shown in Fig. 2. The blue shaded band in each panel shows the range in luminos-
ity density allowed by Schechter function fits to the observations. In each panel, the
12 See [68] for a discussion regarding why the case-A recombination coefficient may be more
appropriate than the case-B rate in this context.
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vertical dotted line at MUV =−17 indicates the limiting depth of the measurements,
and so the portions of the blue band that lie to the right of the vertical dotted lines are
extrapolations to fainter luminosities than currently observed. Evidently, the lumi-
nosity functions at these redshifts rise quite steeply toward the faint end, suggesting
that numerous individually dim sources may play a dominant role in reionizing the
universe. For comparison, the grey region shows the value of the UV luminosity
density required simply to maintain the ionization of the IGM for C = 3, fesc = 0.2
and the above ξion, as described in Eq. 7.13 It is interesting to note that even for
fesc = 0.2, galaxies above current survey limits are only barely able to maintain the
ionization of the IGM at z = 6, while at higher redshifts a significant contribution
from lower luminosity sources is required to maintain the ionization of the IGM. If
the escape fraction is smaller, or if the clumping factor is larger than assumed here,
an even more sizable contribution is required from the low luminosity galaxies.
Another independent approach for estimating the ionizing emissivity involves
measurements of the average level of absorption in the Ly-α forest (e.g., [72, 28]).
The measured mean absorption (or equivalently mean-transmitted flux, 〈F〉) can be
used, in conjunction with numerical simulations of the IGM, to infer the intensity
of the UV radiation background. The inferred amplitude of the UV background can
then be combined with an estimate of the mean free path to ionizing photons (which
can be extracted from the column density distribution of absorbers in the forest [73]
or by stacking absorption spectra near the wavelength of the Lyman limit, i.e. near
a rest-frame wavelength of λ = 912A˚ – see [74]), to determine the ionizing emis-
sivity. One benefit of this approach is that it is sensitive to the total intensity of the
UV background radiation, and hence to the combined influence of all of the ioniz-
ing sources. This is in contrast to the UV luminosity function measurements, which
are only currently sensitive to bright sources. In addition, one can infer the ionizing
emissivity with this technique without making assumptions about the escape frac-
tion of ionizing photons. However, the results do depend somewhat on the model
of the IGM; for example, the inferences depend on the temperature and density dis-
tribution of absorbing gas in the IGM, and this approach also requires an accurate
measurement of the mean free path to ionizing photons. Interestingly, near z∼ 5−6,
the ionizing emissivity inferred from this approach is comparable to the emissivity
mentioned above, ∼ a few photons per atom per Gyr (e.g. [68, 72, 75]), although
[76] recently argued for a bit larger an emissivity.
The relatively low value of the emissivity of ionizing photons inferred from this
data has been used to argue that reionization is “photon starved” [72]. Note that,
accounting for recombinations, it should take a few photons per atom to complete
reionization and that the age of the universe near z∼ 6 is close to one Gyr. An emis-
sivity of a few photons per atom per Gyr then implies that sources emitting at this
rate, over the entire age of the universe, are just capable of completing reionization
by z∼ 6. The simplest explanation for the inferred z∼ 5− 6 emissivity is then that
reionization was a gradual process, and that it completed near z ∼ 6, rather than at
significantly higher redshift. An alternative possibility is that the ionizing emissiv-
13 The values in the figure are slightly different than in Eq. 7 because [64] adopt the case-B recom-
bination coefficient, while the equation here assumes the case-A recombination coefficient.
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ity was higher above z & 6; in this case, reionization may have completed at higher
redshift, and then the emissivity may have fallen to match the values inferred from
the z∼ 5−6 Ly-α forest and the galaxy luminosity function measurements. See e.g.
[77] for a model of this type; in their model, the declining emissivity is driven by
photoionization feedback and a decreasing escape fraction.
In any case, these measurements of the UV luminosity functions and of the ion-
izing emissivity after reionization can be used to limit the range of possible mod-
els for the ionizing sources. Specifically, the low ionizing emissivity suggested by
these observations can be used to argue against some of the prescriptions for the
ionizing sources used in the simulation literature; the ionizing emissivity in these
prescriptions often grows rapidly toward decreasing redshift and these models may
therefore overshoot the post-reionization emissivity constraints (as pointed out in
e.g. [78, 79, 80]). Further work in this direction should help improve reionization
models.
4 The Sinks of Ionizing Photons
In addition to describing the sources of ionizing photons, reionization models must
capture the sinks of ionizing photons. While the clumping factor approach is ade-
quate for rough estimates of the volume-averaged ionization fraction (Eq. 1), it does
not address in which environments the absorptions take place, and is therefore en-
tirely insufficient for understanding the spatial distribution of the ionized gas. We
hence turn now to consider the sinks of ionizing photons more closely.
Especially towards the end of reionization, many ionizing photons will be ab-
sorbed in dense “clumps” and these systems will play a key role in moderating
the growth of ionized regions and in setting the mean free path to ionizing photons
[81, 82]. These dense clumps are observed at slightly lower redshifts as Lyman-limit
systems in quasar absorption spectra. One of the challenges involved in modeling
reionization now becomes apparent: a large dynamic range is required to resolve
the dense clumps, which play an important role as sinks of ionizing photons, while
simultaneously capturing a representative sample of the ionized regions, which are
likely large. Resolving the sources of ionizing photons in a large volume is also, of
course, difficult. For instance, if ∆x ∼ 10 kpc-scale spatial resolution is required in
a Lb ∼ 100 Mpc box (which seems like fairly minimal requirements given that the
ionized regions may be tens of co-moving Mpc in size and given plausible estimates
of dense clump size, Eq. 8), this necessitates simulating (Lb/∆x)3 ∼ 1012 resolution
elements. In addition, the interplay between radiation and gas dynamics likely plays
an important role in understanding the precise impact of the sinks of ionizing pho-
tons, as we discussed earlier in the context of clumping factors (e.g. [50]). Given
these challenges, it seems that the best approach at present is to incorporate these
sinks into large-volume reionization simulations using a sub-grid model informed
by smaller-volume simulations.
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It is useful to start with a rough estimate of which regions in the IGM are able to
self-shield in the presence of photoionizing UV radiation. Here it is helpful to relate
the neutral hydrogen column density – which determines whether a clump can self-
shield – and the physical overdensity of a clump. Here we follow the Appendix of
[82], which is in turn based partly on the work of [83], who aimed to elucidate a few
key features of the z ∼ 3 Ly-α forest. The starting point here is to assume that the
typical size of absorbing regions is on the order of the local Jeans length. The local
Jeans length is the length scale over which the sound-crossing time tsound = L/cs is
equal to the dynamical time tdyn = 1/
√
Gρ where cs is the sound speed in the gas,
and ρ is the total matter density. In evaluating the sound-speed we approximate the
gas as isothermal, and adopt a mean mass per particle in the gas of µmp = 0.61mp
(appropriate for primordial gas with highly ionized hydrogen and singly-ionized
helium). Equating the sound crossing time with the dynamical time and solving for
the L = LJ at which the equality holds (assuming that the fraction of absorber mass
in gas is equal to the cosmic mean baryonic fraction):
LJ = 50 proper kpc
[
∆
1
]−1/2 [ T
104K
]1/2[1+ z
7
]−3/2
. (8)
Here ∆ = ρg/〈ρg〉 is the gas density in units of the cosmic mean, and so ∆ = 1 refers
to gas at the cosmic mean density.
The neutral hydrogen column density across this absorber is then NHI ≈ nHILJ .
For the moment, we further assume photoionization equilibrium with an incident
UV radiation field of photoionizing intensity ΓHI (with units of s−1); photoionization
equilibrium dictates that ΓHInHI = αnenp. In what follows, we adopt the case-A
recombination coefficient with αA ≈ 4.2×10−13 cm3 s−1 at T = 104 K [30]. In this
case, there is a one-to-one relation between column density and overdensity, and an
estimate of the overdensity at which the gas becomes self-shielding follows from
considering when NHI ≈ 1/σHI, with σHI denoting the photoionization absorption
cross-section for photons at the hydrogen photoionization edge. This gives
∆ss = 15
[
ΓHI
10−13s−1
]2/3[1+ z
7
]−3 [ T
104K
]0.133
, (9)
for the case of isothermal gas (e.g. [82]). The value adopted here for the photoioniza-
tion rate, ΓHI ∼ 10−13s−1, is comparable to the average photoionization rate inferred
from the z∼ 5− 6 Ly-α forest [72, 28].
This simple estimate gives some sense for which regions of the IGM manage to
self-shield and stay partly neutral during reionization, but recent simulation work
has addressed this problem in greater detail. A key point is that the gas just at the
self-shielding threshold of Eq. 9 is still typically highly-ionized. It is then is a poor
approximation to assume, for instance, that all gas with overdensity larger than ∆ss
is highly neutral while all gas below this density is completely optically thin. In or-
der to study this, several works have performed radiative transfer calculations in a
post-processing step on top of evolved Smooth-Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) sim-
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ulations and quantified the trend of neutral fraction with density in partly shielded
regions [84, 56, 85]. These studies consider the attenuation of a uniform UVB with
a power-law or Haardt & Madau [86] spectrum by dense absorbers in the SPH sim-
ulation. Note that the results depend somewhat on the spectral shape and intensity
of the ionizing radiation. The study of Rahmati et al. (2013) [85] includes a useful
fitting formula to their simulation results, describing the attenuation of the (Haardt
& Madau 2001 [86]) background radiation field by an overdense, partly-shielded
region:
Γatt
ΓUVB
= 0.98×
[
1+
(
∆
∆ss
)1.64]−2.28
+ 0.02×
[
1+
∆
∆ss
]−0.84
. (10)
Here ΓUVB is the intensity of the ultraviolet “background” radiation incident on the
absorber of density ∆ , while Γatt denotes the attenuated radiation experienced by
the absorber interior. The expression also involves the characteristic self-shielding
overdensity, ∆ss, of Eq. 9. From the attenuated photoionization rate, Γatt, one can
determine the neutral fraction of the absorber according to the condition of pho-
toionization equilibrium. This fitting formula then specifies the neutral fraction of
dense clumps given the gas overdensity (implicitly smoothed on the local Jeans
scale), and the incident photoionization rate, ΓUVB.
The above fitting formula can be used as the basis for a sub-grid model describ-
ing the photon sinks during reionization, as done in recent work by Sobacchi &
Mesinger (2014) [80]. Note, however, that the above formula still requires the lo-
cal gas overdensity ∆ as input, which requires resolving the Jeans scale – since
this is impossible for current large volume reionization simulations, further approx-
imations are necessary. In [80], the authors added small-scale structure to coarse
simulation cells by drawing from the Miralda-Escude´ et al. (2000) fitting formula
for the gas density PDF [81] (see §8 below) . They assume an approximate redshift
evolution for the small scale structure in each cell, so that the density in each cell
evolves in a sensible way with redshift. However, this approach ignores correlations
between the small-scale structure in neighboring cells and will not yield the correct
small scale matter power spectrum. Nonetheless, it succeeds in capturing the main
effect of dense clumps and their important impact on the process of reionization
itself, as we further describe below.
5 Spatial Fluctuations in the Ionization Fraction
In addition to the global average ionization fraction, it is also interesting and useful
to consider the spatial fluctuations in the ionized fraction at different stages of the
reionization process, i.e. to study ionization fluctuations for various values of 〈xi〉
and redshift. The spatial fluctuations in the ionization fraction are mostly sensitive
to different aspects of the reionization model than the average history is, and also
impact observational probes of reionization differently than the mean history, and
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so it is useful to consider the fluctuations separately. Indeed, the inhomogeneities
in the reionization process are important for a broad range of reionization observ-
ables, especially studies of the redshifted 21 cm line [87, 88, 89, 36], narrow band
surveys for Ly-α emitters [90], small-scale CMB anisotropies through the patchy
kSZ effect [13, 79], Ly-α forest absorption spectra [91, 92, 93], and observations
of gamma-ray burst optical afterglows [94, 95], among others. We should keep in
mind, however, that the mean history is not completely decoupled from the fluctua-
tions in the ionized fraction: the clumping factors and source-absorber correlations
impact the mean history and depend on the spatial variations in the ionization field.
As discussed earlier, provided star forming galaxies are the ionizing sources,
the ionization state of the IGM will resemble a two-phase medium with a mix of
mostly ionized bubbles and intervening highly neutral regions. The study of spatial
fluctuations in the ionization fraction then amounts mostly to examining the size
distribution of the ionized bubbles as a function of 〈xi〉 and z. The bubbles of ionized
gas will, however, contain some dense regions that manage to self-shield and remain
partly or largely neutral, as described in the previous section. While these dense
clumps should fill only a small fraction of the volume, they nevertheless play an
important role in determining the size of the ionized bubbles because they consume
ionizing photons and thereby slow the growth of the ionized regions.
The spatial variations in the ionization fraction mostly reflect spatial variations in
the timing of reionization across the universe, with galaxy formation starting earlier,
and reionization completing more quickly, in some regions of the universe [96]. This
notion can be used to develop some intuition for how the size distribution of the ion-
ized regions depends on the underlying reionization model [37]. In particular, dark
matter halos – and by extension galaxies – form first in large scale overdensities: ha-
los collapse first in the rare high-density peaks of the density distribution. The same
overdense regions will also generally contain more sinks of ionizing photons than
typical regions: provided, however, that the sources of ionizing photons are more
biased tracers of the density distribution than the sinks, the large scale overdense
regions should reionize first. The sinks of ionizing photons will, however, slow the
growth of the ionized regions around the large scale overdensities; this then allows
the ionized regions forming around galaxies that turn on somewhat later to partly
catch up in size. This intuition suggests that the size distribution of the ionized re-
gions should depend on the bias of the sources and the absorbers, i.e. on their spatial
distribution and clustering. In addition, this reasoning implies that large-scale over-
dense regions should reionize first, while on small-scales overdense clumps should
recombine rapidly and be ionized last. Hence whether reionization is “inside-out”
(overdense regions close to sources ionize first), or “outside-in” (overdense regions
ionize last) is partly a question of scale.
Many of these qualitative features can be understood more quantitatively in the
excursion set model of reionization [37]. We will not review this model in detail
here, and instead only briefly summarize the approach. In the simplest variant of
this model, one supposes that each halo above some minimum mass Mmin is capable
of ionizing a mass of intergalactic hydrogen atoms that is proportional to the halo
mass. A region of large-scale overdensity, δM – when the region is smoothed on
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mass scale M – can then be ionized if a sufficient fraction of the mass in the region
has collapsed into halos above Mmin. In other words, for a region to be ionized the
conditional collapse fraction, fcoll(> Mmin|δM,M), must exceed some critical value.
The statistical properties of the ionized regions are then determined by considering
the probability distribution that the (linear) density field exceeds this critical value
for different smoothing scales. The semi-numeric technique developed in [35, 97]
and other work essentially implements this criterion by smoothing simulated three-
dimensional realizations of the initial density field, or by applying a related criterion
to the evolved dark matter halo distribution. For more details here the reader may
refer to the original papers and [6].
The spatial variations in the ionization field may also be studied using radia-
tive transfer simulations. Encouragingly, a detailed comparison study [99] between
two different radiative transfer simulations [90, 100] and semi-numeric calculations,
demonstrates remarkably good agreement between the two simulations, and with
the semi-numeric calculations. While this study and the earlier work of [35] help
to validate the semi-numeric approach as a useful tool, and demonstrate that many
features of the radiative transfer calculations can be understood in a simple manner,
we should keep in mind that fairly simplistic models for the ionizing sources were
assumed in both the radiative transfer simulations and the semi-numeric models
in these comparisons. In addition, these calculations did not capture dense photon
sinks and so further work is required here.
As one example, Fig. 3 provides a visual illustration of how the sizes of the
ionized regions depend on the bias of the ionizing sources, at various stages of
the reionization process. The different panels show slices through a radiative trans-
fer simulation of reionization from [98]. In each model, the radiative transfer cal-
culations were performed in a post-processing step on top of an evolved N-body
(gravity only) simulation. The ionizing sources are placed in simulated dark mat-
ter halos, with various prescriptions for connecting the ionizing luminosity with the
host halo mass. In particular, as one moves from the left-most to the right-most
panels in Fig. 3, the ionizing luminosity is dominated by sources in progressively
more massive host dark matter halos. In each row, the normalization of the ioniz-
ing luminosity-host halo mass relation is set to produce the same volume-averaged
ionization fraction (〈xi〉), with 〈xi〉 ≈ 0.2,0.5, and 0.7 (from top to bottom), so the
different rows correspond to early, middle, and later stages of the reionization pro-
cess. The figure illustrates that the ionized regions are larger, at each stage of the
reionization process, in models in which the ionizing sources reside mostly in pro-
gressively more massive, and hence more biased, host halos. In the right-most panel,
however, the ionizing sources are in very rare, yet individually luminous, host ha-
los (M ≥ 4× 1010M⊙); in this case, the ionized regions are large enough (for the
〈xi〉 shown) to enclose underdense and overdense regions alike and the correlation
between the ionization and density fields is correspondingly smaller (e.g. [101]).
Put differently, for sufficiently rare sources Poisson fluctuations in the source abun-
dance dominate over density-sourced variations (on the scale of the ionized bubbles)
and this removes the trend for large-scale overdensities to reionize first. This final
Poisson-dominated case, however, seems unlikely given that measurements of the
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UV galaxy luminosity function suggest that numerous individually faint galaxies
reionized the universe, as discussed in §3.
As we anticipated earlier, the next important determinant of the bubble sizes are
the properties and the spatial distribution of the sinks of ionizing photons. Note that
the impact of the sinks of ionizing photons is inter-connected with how quickly the
radiation from the ionizing sources is able to build up [78]. The sinks of ionizing
photons have less time to act and play a less important role if the ionizing sources
are especially luminous and turn on quickly. If, however, the sources turn on more
gradually – and are less luminous – then this allows more regions in the IGM to
self-shield and the dense clumps are able to consume significant numbers of ioniz-
ing photons. As discussed earlier, present evidence prefers a low post-reionization
emissivity, favoring a gradual reionization process and an important role for the
ionizing sinks in regulating bubble sizes.
Fig. 4 (from [80]) illustrates how the sinks of ionizing photons may limit the
growth of ionized regions. These authors use a sub-grid model, based on the discus-
sion of the previous section, to incorporate dense photon sinks into a semi-numerical
reionization simulation. These models are in part calibrated to reproduce the mean
free path to ionizing photons after reionization [73, 74]. The top row of Fig. 4 com-
pares the probability distribution function (PDF) of the ionized bubble sizes for
simulations that include photon sinks with calculations that do not include these
sinks. Some of the models in the figure also incorporate the impact of photoion-
ization feedback, which acts to boost the minimum host halo mass in the ionized
regions. The difference between the green dotted (including recombinations but no
photoionization feedback) and the red dot-dashed models (ignoring both recombina-
tions and photoionization feedback), shows the impact of the dense photon sinks on
the bubble sizes. The photon sinks reduce the size of the ionized regions by a factor
of ∼ 2− 3, in comparison with the model that neglects these sinks. Photoionization
feedback further reduces the bubble sizes somewhat.
The presence of dense photon sinks has two separate, but related, effects on the
reionization process. First, for bubble growth to continue, the rate at which ionizing
photons are produced by the sources interior to the bubble (or supplied by neigh-
boring sources) must exceed the rate at which atoms in the interior recombine. If
the ionized bubbles grow to the point that they enclose a sufficient number of dense
clumps, the high rate of recombinations in the interior clumps will match the rate
at which the sources produce the ionizing photons, and the bubble growth will halt
(e.g. [82]). This recombination-limited growth is analogous to the familiar case of a
Stromgren sphere forming around a massive star in the ISM of a galaxy, except that
here the ionized regions generally grow under the collective influence of thousands
of galaxies. The second effect is that for an ionized bubble to grow, the cumulative
number of ionizing photons received within the bubble must exceed the number of
interior atoms plus the number of interior recombinations. In other words, the first
criterion places a requirement on the instantaneous rate of production of ionizing
photons, while the second one demands some cumulative output of ionizing pho-
tons. The study of [80] finds that this latter requirement is more important, at least
for the model of the ionizing sources and sinks considered in that work.
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Another useful statistic for quantifying the spatial fluctuations in the ionization,
or neutral fraction, field is the power spectrum. The bottom row of Fig. 4 shows
the power spectrum of the fluctuations in the neutral fraction from the Sobacchi
& Mesinger (2014) models [80]. Defining the fractional fluctuation in the neutral
fraction as δx = (xHI−〈xHI〉)/〈xHI〉, this row shows ∆ 2xx(k) = k3Pxx(k)/2pi2, i.e. the
contribution to the variance of the neutral fraction field per logarithmic interval in
k. The photon sinks reduce the large scale power in the neutral fraction field in
each panel, by reducing the size of the ionized regions at each stage of reionization.
As the ionized regions grow, they imprint large scale fluctuations in the neutral
fraction field – this boosts the amplitude of the ∆ 2xx(k) power spectrum on large
scales. This quantity becomes flat in comparison to the density power spectrum on
scales in which there are a sufficient number of ionized regions. The photon sinks
act to reduce the scale of the largest ionized regions, and so the power spectrum
doesn’t become as flat at small k as it does without the dense photon sinks. This
effect can be seen most prominently by comparing the models with and without
dense photon sinks at 〈xHI〉 ∼ 0.75 and k . 0.1 Mpc−1 in the bottom right panel
of Fig. 4. Upcoming redshifted 21 cm surveys will measure the power spectrum
of 21 cm brightness temperature fluctuations (closely related to the neutral fraction
fluctuation power spectrum shown here) near these scales (e.g. [89]), and so the
impact of photon sinks has important implications for these measurements. The
reduced bubble sizes, and reduced large-scale fluctuation power, in the models with
dense photon sinks generally imply that the redshifted 21 cm power spectrum during
reionization will be harder to detect than previously thought.
6 Spatial Fluctuations in the UV Radiation Background
In addition to the order unity spatial fluctuations in the ionization fraction owing
to the ionized bubbles, there will also be fluctuations in the ionized fraction within
the bubbles themselves. These fluctuations result because overdense regions recom-
bine more rapidly than typical regions, while sufficiently overdense clumps can self-
shield from the UV radiation background, and also because the intensity and spec-
trum of the UV radiation varies spatially. Spatial fluctuations in the temperature (see
§7) should also play a role here because the recombination rate in the gas is temper-
ature dependent. Here we focus on the spatial fluctuations in the UV radiation field:
these impact both the location and properties of the dense photon sinks, as well
as the (varying) residual neutral fraction within the ionized regions. These proper-
ties then influence the growth of the ionized bubbles and the reionization process
itself, as well as the mean free path to ionizing photons. Note also that the fluctua-
tions in the UV radiation field are determined in part by the properties of the dense
clumps and the mean free path, which are in turn influenced by the surrounding
UV radiation, and so one needs to treat the sinks and sources of ionizing radiation
self-consistently. In addition to influencing the overall process of reionization, ra-
diation fluctuations impact the residual neutral fractions within the ionized regions,
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and may hence also be directly relevant for the interpretation of high redshift Ly-α
forest spectra and narrow-band Ly-α emitter surveys. For example, the high optical
depth in the Ly-α line at z & 5 makes these surveys sensitive to whether the residual
neutral fraction within ionized regions is typically more like xHI ∼ 10−5 or instead
xHI ∼ 10−4 [102], which will be influenced by the average UV radiation field and
its spatial fluctuations.
It is instructive, once again, to first consider the case of the post-reionization IGM
where we presently have more empirical guidance. At redshifts of order z ∼ 3, the
mean free path to ionizing photons is quite large, on the order of a few hundred
co-moinvg Mpc. For example, the preferred value from a recent measurement of
the mean free path to ionizing photons for photons at the hydrogen photoionization
edge frequency gives λ = 220 co-moving Mpc/h at z = 3.6 [32]. Each location in
the IGM then typically sees the combined radiation from many, many sources: in
this case, the fluctuations in the UV radiation field are quite gentle. As a result, it
makes sense to consider the UV radiation as a (nearly) uniform background, and
simulations adopting a uniform radiation field generally match the main properties
of the z ∼ 2− 4 Ly-α forest fairly well [103, 104, 105]. However, this assumption
will inevitably break down close to and during reionization, when the mean-free
path becomes short and also spatially variable.
Let us start with a rough estimate for the strength of these fluctuations (e.g.
[106, 107, 108]). Specifically, let us consider the Poisson fluctuations and the cos-
mological fluctuations (owing to variations in the underlying density field) in the
number of sources contained within a sphere of radius equal to the mean free path.
If the average number density of sources is 〈n〉, then the average number of sources
within the mean-free path sphere is Ns = 〈n〉4piλ 3/3, where we adopt co-moving
units for the mean-free path, λ , and the average source density, 〈n〉. As above, λ
is the mean-free path to photons at the hydrogen ionization edge and likewise J is
shorthand for the specific intensity at the ionization edge. The fractional fluctuations
in the radiation background owing to Poisson fluctuations scale as σJ/〈J〉 ∼ 1/
√
Ns,
while the spatial variations from large scale structure give σJ/〈J〉 ∼ 〈b〉σδ (λ ). Here
〈b〉 is the typical (luminosity-weighted) bias of the ionizing sources, and σδ (λ ) is
the square root of the matter density variance, smoothed on the scale of the mean
free path. It is evident that these variations will be small when the mean free path
is sufficiently large. In addition to these variations, regions of the IGM that happen
to lie very close to a bright source will see an enhanced radiation background ow-
ing to the nearby source. However, this “proximity scale” is generally small unless
the local source is bright, while sufficiently bright sources are rare. The proximity
scale is rp ∼ [Ls/(4pi〈nL〉λ )]1/2 where Ls is the luminosity of the local source and
〈nL〉 is the emissivity of the background sources. Suppose that the local source has
a typical luminosity such that Ls/〈nL〉 = 1/〈n〉. Then let r0 be the radius of the
sphere that contains one source on average, so that 4pir30〈n〉/3 = 1. It then follows
that rp/r0 = [r0/(3λ )]1/2. Hence the proximity scale is typically small compared to
the average separation between the ionizing sources, provided the mean free path is
large compared to the average source separation, i.e., rp << r0 provided λ >> r0.
After reionization, the mean free path must be large compared to the average source
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separation (essentially by definition). Even during reionization, the ionized regions
typically grow under the collective influence of many ionizing sources, and so the
typical proximity scale should still be fairly small relative to the average source
separation.
We can make these estimates more explicit as follows. Let us consider the spe-
cific intensity, Jν , (with units of ergs s−1 cm−2 Hz−1 str−1) of ionizing radiation
incident on gas elements in the IGM and the spatial fluctuations in this quantity.
Here we make four main approximations which have been adopted in most previ-
ous work, although the approximations involved are not always clearly stated in the
literature. First, let us take the case that the mean free path to ionizing photons is
small compared to the Hubble radius at the redshift of interest, so we can neglect
the redshifting of photons. This should be a good approximation at z >> 2 [27].
Second, we ignore spatial variations in the attenuation length, and assume that there
is a single mean free path to ionizing photons across the entire universe. This as-
sumption must actually be a poor approximation during reionization: for instance,
during some phases of the EoR, the sizes of the ionized regions mostly set the mean
free path and the ionized regions certainly have a broad range of sizes. Even when
the mean free path is mostly set by dense clumps/Lyman limit systems, there will be
significant variations in their abundance. For example, in regions with enhanced lev-
els of ionizing radiation, the ionizing radiation will penetrate more deeply into the
dense clumps and this will enhance the mean free path locally. Third and somewhat
related, we ignore spatial correlations between the sources and the absorbers. This
assumption again appears of dubious validity near the EoR: the sinks of ionizing
photons will generally be spatially correlated with the sources and so overdense re-
gions should typically contain more absorbers as well as more sources, although the
enhanced radiation field in an overdense region will counteract this [109]. Fourth,
we ignore spatial variations in the spectral shape of the ionizing radiation. In gen-
eral, one would expect there to be spatial variations in the amount of spectral hard-
ening as radiation arrives at a given location from a variety of different pathways.
Some radiation will have crossed through filaments and dense clumps that remove
all but the highest energy photons, while other radiation will travel mostly along
underdensities and suffer less hardening. These effects presumably average down
and are less important when the mean free path is long. In this case, the ionizing
radiation incident on a typical point in the IGM comes from many different sources
and the ionizing photons generally arrive at this point after propagating across long
distances and sampling a range of different environments.
Adopting these approximations, the spatially-averaged specific intensity is:
〈Jν〉= (1+ z)2 〈εν 〉λν4pi . (11)
Note that the factor of (1+ z)2 enters because here we are taking λν to be the co-
moving mean-free path and the emissivity in the above expression, 〈ε〉, denotes the
emissivity per co-moving volume. As discussed previously (§3), the mean intensity
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of the radiation at z ≤ 6 can be constrained from the average transmission through
the Ly-α forest.
To reiterate briefly, the formula above ignores spatial correlations between the
sources and absorbers and fluctuations in the attenuation length. Correlations (or
anti-correlations) between the sources and the absorbers would imply that the av-
erage of the product of the emissivity and attenuation length is not the same as the
product of the average of these two quantities, contrary to what is assumed here.
We further assume that the attenuation in the specific intensity around each source
is characterized by JSν (r) ∝ (LSν/4pir2)exp(−r/λν), where the superscript S denotes
the contribution from a particular source. The spatial fluctuations in Jν at each par-
ticular frequency – we suppress the notation ν below to make the notation compact
– can then be characterized by a power spectrum:
PJ(k)
〈J〉2 =
[
arctan(kλ )
kλ
]2 [
〈b〉2Plin(k)+ 〈L
2〉
〈L〉2
]
. (12)
Here 〈b〉 is an average luminosity-weighted bias of the ionizing sources, and the
second term results from Poisson fluctuations in the source abundance. The mod-
eling here – and the two separate contributions to the radiation fluctuations – are
analogous to the “halo model” for the matter power spectrum [110], except here
the mass profile around each source is replaced by a luminosity profile [108]. The
term in front is the “window” function that results from the Fourier transform
of JS(r) ∝ exp(−r/λ )/r2. Note that in the limit kλ << 1 the window function
|W (k)|2 = |arctan(kλ )/(kλ )|2 → 1, while on scales small compared to the mean
free path, |W (k)|2 ∝ 1/k2, and the power spectrum turns over. According to this
expression, the variance per logarithmic interval in k, ∆ 2J (k) = k3PJ(k)/(2pi2), for-
mally diverges at high k. However this is an artifact of assuming the flux around a
sources scales as JS(r) ∝ exp(−r/λ )/r2 for arbitrarily small r. In practice, the prox-
imity scale where local sources dominate should be a small fraction of the mean
separation between sources as discussed above. Moreover, the source flux will also
not in reality vary as 1/r2 to arbitrarily small r.
The results of calculations along these lines are shown in Fig. 5 at z = 6 for vari-
ous plausible values of the mean free path to ionizing photons (from [108]). On large
scales, the clustering contribution to the UV fluctuations dominates while on small
scales Poisson fluctuations in the abundance of the sources dominate. The ampli-
tude of fluctuations drops off on scales smaller than the mean free path to ionizing
photons until on still smaller scales Poisson fluctuations lead to a ∆ 2J ∝ k behav-
ior at high wavenumbers. The analytic calculations (following Eq. 12 above) match
the semi-numeric simulations on large scales, but there is somewhat more power in
the semi-numeric models on small spatial scales; this excess power likely results
from non-linearities in the clustering that are not incorporated in the analytic model.
On large spatial scales, the peak in the power spectrum corresponds to spatial fluc-
tuations of amplitude
√
∆ 2J (k) ∼ 25% for λ = 20 Mpc. Although these are fairly
strong fluctuations, the direct impact on the Ly-α forest appears to be relatively
small [103, 108]. An important caveat here, however, is that these models have thus
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far ignored spatial variations in the attenuation length. Indeed, recent Ly-α observa-
tions indicate a significant sightline-to-sightline scatter in the average transmission
through the forest [111], above that expected from density fluctuations alone [112].
Further study here may provide additional insight into the precise impact of these
fluctuations on the Ly-α forest and other observables, and regarding their role in the
reionization process itself.
7 The Temperature of the IGM
The temperature of the gas in the IGM is important because it is a basic property of
the IGM, impacting the rate at which gas recombines and cools, as well as its ability
to fall into the shallow potential wells of low mass dark matter halos (and hence
the minimum host halo mass of a galaxy, §2.1). It is also important because the low
density gas retains some memory of when and how it was reionized [29, 30]. This
“memory” effect is a consequence of the long cooling time for (most of) the IGM
gas, and implies that measurements of the temperature of the IGM after reionization
can be used to constrain reionization itself [113, 114]. Here we summarize the main
features of models of the IGM temperature after reionization.
Let us consider the temperature evolution of a gas element after reionization.
First we would like to quantify the energy input by photoheating during reioniza-
tion. Suppose the gas element has a volume V and a total hydrogen number density
nH and a helium number density of nHe. As an ionization front sweeps across the
gas element during reionization, we assume that the hydrogen in the gas element
becomes highly ionized and the helium mostly singly ionized. We further assume
that the specific intensity of ultraviolet radiation produced by the ionizing sources
is well approximated by a power-law between the hydrogen ionization edge (at fre-
quency ν = νHI) and the threshold frequency to doubly ionize helium (at ν = 4νHI),
but that the sources emit negligibly few photons capable of doubly-ionizing helium.
In other words, we take J(ν) ∝ ν−α for νHI ≤ ν ≤ 4νHI, and assume the spectrum
is truncated at higher frequencies. Finally, let us take the gas element to be initially
at low temperature so that its thermal energy increases significantly after it is reion-
ized, and consider the limit that the gas is completely optically thick (below 4νHI)
before reionization. In this case, the average energy input by photoionization is (e.g.
[115, 116]):
〈∆E〉= nHV
∫ 4νHI
νHI
dν
hν J(ν)(hν− hνHI)∫ 4νHI
νHI
dν
hν J(ν)
. (13)
On a short time scale, the photoelectrons will share their energy with the surround-
ing gas so that 〈∆E〉 ≈ 3(nH + nHe)VkbTreion, where the number densities here as-
sume that hydrogen is highly ionized and helium mostly singly ionized: accounting
for free electrons, the number of free particles in the gas element is 2× (nH +nHe)V
and the average thermal energy per free particle in the gas is 3kbT/2. Note that Eq.
13 does not include a weighting by the photoionization absorption cross section,
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because we adopt the optically thick limit in which all of the incident radiation be-
tween one and four Rydbergs is absorbed by the gas [115]. The temperature of the
recently photo-ionized gas at reionization is
Treion ≈ nH3(nH + nHe)hνHI
1− 4−α − 3α 4−α
(α− 1)(1− 4−α) . (14)
For a plausible star-forming galaxy spectrum with α = 2, this estimate gives Treion ∼
3× 104 K. (See e.g. [116] for further discussion).
Next we want to consider the evolution of the temperature of each gas element af-
ter reaching a temperature∼ Treion during reionization. After reionization, the dom-
inant cooling processes are adiabatic cooling from the expansion of low density gas
elements and Compton cooling as CMB photons scatter off of free electrons and
extract thermal energy from the gas. The UV radiation from star-forming galax-
ies keeps the gas highly ionized after reionization, but there is still some residual
photoionization heating as ionization equilibrium is maintained. The temperature
evolution of a gas element can be determined by applying the first law of thermody-
namics, dE =−PdV +dQ, to a gas element of fixed total mass. The thermal energy
of the gas is E = 3kbT ρV/(2µmp), with µ denoting the mean mass per particle in
the gas in units of the proton mass, while the pressure of the gas is given by the
ideal gas law, P = ρkBT/(µmp). The impact of photoionization heating and cool-
ing processes is to inject/remove heat, dQ, into the gas as described by heating and
cooling functions, dQ = (H −Λ)Vdt. Here dt is a time increment, and so with the
definition adopted here, H and Λ have units of energy per volume per time. The
resulting thermal evolution equation is (e.g. [30]):
dT
dt =− 2HT +
2T
3(1+ δ )
dδ
dt +
T
µ
dµ
dt +
2µmp
3ρkB
(H −Λ) . (15)
The first term describes the adiabatic cooling from the overall expansion of the uni-
verse, while the second term accounts for adiabatic cooling/heating from structure
formation as elements expand/contract, and the third term results from changes in
the mean mass per particle. The final term takes into account other relevant heat-
ing/cooling processes; in our case, the most important processes included in this
term are photoionization heating of HI, and Compton cooling.
In general, one needs to solve for the thermal evolution of the IGM gas in con-
junction with equations describing the evolving ionization state and density of each
gas element. Here, we can gain some insight by assuming the gas is highly ion-
ized and in ionization equilibrium after it is heated to a temperature Treion during
reionization, and by including only the dominant heating/cooling processes: adia-
batic heating/cooling, Compton cooling, and HI photoheating. In this case, we can
approximate Eq. 15 by [117]:
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dT
dt =− 2HT +
2T
3(1+ δ )
dδ
dt +
α0n¯eEJ
3(1+ χHe)kB
(
T
104K
)−0.7
(1+ δ )
+
4
3
σT aradT 4γ
mec
(
Tγ −T
)
. (16)
We adopt here the case-A recombination rate and approximate it as αA = 4.2×
10−13(T/104K)−0.7 cm3s−1; α0 denotes the recombination coefficient of hydrogen
at T = 104 K. Here n¯e is the cosmic mean electron density, χHe = nHe/nH is the he-
lium fraction, EJ is the average energy input per photoionization after reionization,
σT is the Thomson scattering cross section, Tγ is the CMB temperature, and aradT 4γ
is the energy density in the CMB.
Furthermore, we can assume a solution of the form T = T0(1+ δ )γ−1 and lin-
earize (T ≈ T0[1+(γ−1)δ ]) to find approximate evolution equations for each of T0
and γ− 1 ([30, 117]). This linear approach is fruitful because hydrodynamic simu-
lations show that the temperature-density relation – for gas elements that reionize at
a given redshift – is well approximated by a power-law.14 Thus, even though linear
theory provides an imperfect description over the full range in density probed by
the Ly-α forest, it suffices to determine the slope and amplitude of this power-law
[30]. Here we follow the Appendix of Lidz & Malloy (2014) [117]. Linearizing then
gives:
d(a2T0)
da = A a
0.9(a2T0)−0.7−Ba−7/2(a2T0)+BTγ(0)a−5/2, (17)
and
d(γ− 1)
da =
[
2
3 − (γ− 1)
]
1
a
+A a0.9(a2T0)−1.7 [1− 1.7(γ− 1)]
− BTγ (0)
a2T0
a−5/2(γ− 1). (18)
These equations are valid to linear order in δ . In the above equations, we have used
two constants A and B defined by:
A = (104K)0.7 α0n¯e(0)EJ
3(1+ χHe)kBH0
√
Ωm
, (19)
and
B =
1
H0
√
ΩmtComp(0)
; tComp =
3mec
4σT aradT 4γ
. (20)
14 The power law relation is only a good description for the low density IGM where shock-heating
is relatively unimportant, as are many cooling processes (which are efficient only at higher densi-
ties). The Ly-α forest at the redshifts of interest is insensitive to this rather overdense gas since it
produces saturated absorption.
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The solution of Eq. 17 has a closed-form analytic solution given in [117], but
Eq. 18 needs to be solved numerically. Other convenient approximations – beyond
the linear perturbation treatment of Eqs. 17 and 18 – are to solve for the density
evolution assuming either spherical collapse [116] or the Zel’dovich approximation
[30, 117]. Fig. 6 compares the linear perturbation approach (with the above heat-
ing/cooling processes) to results that track the density evolution (of many tracer gas
elements) using the Zel’dovich approximation [118], while also adopting a more
complete treatment of heating/cooling processes. Specifically, the figure shows how
the temperature of gas elements at each of z = 4.5,5.0, and z = 5.5 vary with the
redshift at which they are reionized, zr. In general, the gas elements that reionize at
very high redshift are at smaller temperatures than gas that reionized recently: this
is because gas that reionizes early has longer to cool and reaches a lower temper-
ature than recently ionized gas. However, the temperature becomes insensitive to
the reionization redshift for gas that is reionized at sufficiently high redshift: in this
model, the temperature at mean density for all gas with zreion ≥ 10 is T0 = 6,700
K at z = 5.5, irrespective of the reionization redshift. This occurs because Compton
cooling is efficient enough at z ≥ 10 to erase any memory of prior photo-heating.
In any case, one can see that the post-reionization IGM temperature generally re-
tains some memory of prior photo-heating during reionization: if the temperature
can be accurately measured, this can be turned into a probe of the EoR itself.15 The
dot-dashed line in Fig. 6 also illustrates that the simplified expression in Fig. 17 pro-
vides a good match to the more detailed models (other curves), although it predicts
a more rapid steepening in γ with redshift – and reaches a higher asymptotic value
of γ – than found in the Zel’dovich approximation calculations. Note that quantita-
tively all the trends shown here are somewhat sensitive to the temperature reached at
reionization (here Tr = 2×104 K) and the spectral index of the ionizing radiation af-
ter reionization (here α = 1.5), which sets the amount of residual post-reionization
photo-heating (see e.g. [117] for more details).
In the model of Figure 6, the temperature of each gas element in the IGM is
entirely specified by its reionization redshift. It is then interesting to consider the
spatial variations in the temperature of the IGM that might result from fluctuations
in the timing of reionization across the universe. Fig. 7 shows a slice through a sim-
ulated model of the z ∼ 5.5 IGM that incorporates spatial variations in the redshift
of reionization. In this particular model, reionization completes at redshift z = 5.8
– just slightly higher than the redshift considered (z = 5.5) – but some regions are
reionized significantly earlier. In particular, the top panel of the figure shows the
reionization redshifts for different regions of the universe extracted from a narrow
slice through the simulation volume, while the bottom panel shows the tempera-
ture across the same slice. One can see that the temperature field has interesting
large-scale fluctuations, with regions that ionize late having high temperatures com-
pared to locations that ionize early on (see also [119, 116]). In models in which
reionization occurs earlier (on average), the average temperature should be smaller
15 Note that although the memory of the photoheating during hydrogen reionization further fades
towards lower redshift, photoheating from HeII reionization should start to impact the gas signifi-
cantly (e.g. [24].)
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as should the spatial fluctuations in the temperature, since efficient Compton cool-
ing at z≥ 10 makes the post-reionization gas insensitive to the reionization redshift
when it becomes reionized this early. If the temperature of the IGM can be mea-
sured accurately enough from Ly-α forest data at high redshift [120, 117], this can
be used to constrain the reionization history of the universe and possibly to extract
information about the spatial fluctuations around the average reionization history.
8 The Gas Density Distribution
The probability distribution of the gas density field is an important quantity for
making contact with observations of the z ∼ 6 Ly-α forest and other probes of the
high redshift IGM. In particular, the large optical depth to Ly-α absorption at z ∼
6 implies that the transmission through the high-z Ly-α forest is sensitive to the
rare, low-density tail of the gas density probability distribution function (see e.g.
[121]). In addition, models of the gas density distribution are often used to estimate
clumping factors and the mean-free path between dense clumps, and so this quantity
is broadly important for understanding the IGM during (and after) reionization.
The gas density distribution is itself sensitive to the reionization history of the
universe. Photoheating during reionization leads to enhanced pressure gradients
in the gas, and heated regions expand in response, on roughly the sound crossing
timescale. In recently heated regions of the universe, however, the gas will not have
had time to fully respond to the prior heating. This can partly be quantified using
the “filtering scale” of [31]; while instructive, the linear analysis considered in that
work will not, however, fully capture the impact of pressure smoothing. Note also
that before reionization completes, there will still be some mostly cold and neu-
tral patches in the IGM that have experienced only small amounts of “pre-heating”
from, e.g., exposure to low-levels of X-ray heating (e.g. [58]). In the cold or recently
heated regions of the IGM, the gas should trace the dark matter more closely than in
high temperature regions that experienced earlier heating. This is the same “positive
feedback” effect of photoheating we discussed in §2.2 in the context of clumping
factors; here we focus on the impact of photoheating on the full volume-averaged
density PDF [54]. Along with preventing gas from collapsing into small halos, and
expelling some gas from collapsed halos, Jeans smoothing should prevent the low
density tail of the PDF from extending as prominently to low density as it would
otherwise. This might impact the transmission in the z ∼ 6 Ly-α forest, which is
sensitive to the low density tail of the PDF. However, Fig. 3 of [54] suggests that the
low density tail depends weakly on the reheating history.
A commonly used fitting function to describe the volume averaged PDF of the
density field, introduced in [81], is :
PV (∆)d∆ = A exp
[
−
(
∆−2/3−C0
)2
8δ 20 /9
]
∆−β d∆ . (21)
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Here ∆ = ρg/〈ρg〉 is the gas density in units of the cosmic mean gas density. More
recent work has updated the original results from [81] by determining the best fit pa-
rameters (A,C0,β ) using improved numerical simulations [54]. These authors find
A = 3.038, δ0 = 1.477, β = 3.380, C0 = −0.932 at z = 6 after fitting their simu-
lation results for densities over the range of 0.1 ≤ ∆ ≤ 100. These results assume
a heating history in which the universe is instantaneously reionized at zr = 9, and
the gas is heated at reionization to a temperature of Tr ∼ 104 K. Note that this fit-
ting formula provides a good, but imperfect fit to the simulation results (see Fig. A1
of [54] and also [122], who obtain slightly different results for the PDF). As men-
tioned in the clumping factor section, these results assume the optically thin limit
and ignore the impact of self-shielding on the photo-evaporation process; further
radiation-hydrodynamical modeling along the lines of [50] might be valuable here.
Furthermore, the simulations neglect the impact of the X-ray pre-heating effects we
mentioned previously. In any case, the gas density distribution model here is a useful
tool for analytic and semi-analytic estimates.
9 Conclusion
The observational prospects for improving our understanding of the EoR over the
next few years are outstanding, and a great deal of theoretical work is required in
the meantime to best prepare for the upcoming measurements. A broad range of
different probes, across a wide variety of wavebands, should soon provide increas-
ingly detailed information regarding our cosmic dawn era, including observations
of: the redshifted 21 cm line, large-scale anisotropies in the polarization of the
CMB, small-scale CMB fluctuations, LBG surveys, LAE emitter surveys, GRB op-
tical afterglows, quasar absorption spectra, fluctuations in the infrared background,
improved measurements of local group dwarf galaxies, and other probes. Although
these observations are all promising, the signatures of reionization are often subtle
and a comparison with detailed theoretical models will be required to interpret these
measurements.
Modeling the IGM during reionization is challenging, primarily because the in-
terplay between the first luminous sources and the surrounding intergalactic gas
involves a huge dynamic range in scale; in principle, spatial scales spanning the
entire range from the size of individual stars or accreting black holes, to the hun-
dreds of co-moving megaparsec scales required to obtain a representative sample
of the large ionized regions during reionization, are relevant. In order to face this
challenge, flexible models with sub-grid prescriptions for the sources and sinks of
ionizing photons are necessary. These models must be calibrated against existing
observations, and using smaller scale simulations that provide a more detailed treat-
ment of the underlying physical processes. In conjunction with these studies, an-
alytic and semi-analytic models help to identify and isolate the essential physics
involved, and allow a fast exploration of parameter space. In this chapter, we sum-
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marized a few aspects of reionization-era phenomenology, often emphasizing the
importance of spatial variations in the properties of the IGM during reionization.
We are optimistic that the reionization models described here will soon be im-
proved and refined, in part by comparing with existing and near future observations,
and that we will then be in good shape to interpret future, more detailed, data sets.
These studies should allow us to determine the redshift evolution of the volume-
averaged ionization fraction, and the size distribution of the ionized regions at dif-
ferent stages of the reionization process. This will in turn help determine the prop-
erties of the first luminous sources in our universe and the nature of early phases of
structure formation, and also help in understanding the impact of these sources on
subsequent galaxy formation.
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Fig. 1 Illustrative models of 〈xi〉(z). Top panel: The impact of variations in the ionizing efficiency
parameter on the ionization history of the universe. Middle panel: Results for varying values of the
minimum galaxy-hosting halo mass. Bottom panel: The curves here vary the clumping factor of
the IGM, or equivalently the average recombination time in the ionized IGM.
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Fig. 2 Empirical constraints on the UV luminosity density produced by star-forming galaxies.
In each panel the blue-shaded band shows the estimated UV luminosity density (at a restframe
wavelength of 1500A˚), as a function of limiting magnitude, as inferred from Schechter-function
fits to the measured galaxy luminosity functions at various redshifts. The dotted line shows the
limiting magnitude of the luminosity function measurements; the results to the right of this limit
are extrapolations based on the faint end slope of the Schechter function fits. The upper shaded
region (above the horizontal dashed line) in each panel shows the “critical” UV luminosity density.
This critical value is set so that the corresponding ionizing emissivity is just sufficient to balance
recombinations and maintain the ionization state of the IGM. This band assumes fesc = 0.2, a
clumping factor of C = 3, and the value of ξion discussed in the text. The different panels show
measurements at various redshifts, as labeled. From [64].
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Fig. 3 Dependence of bubble sizes on ionizing source properties. The panels show slices through
the ionization field from radiative transfer simulations of reionization with varying prescriptions
for the properties of the ionizing sources. Each panel is 0.25 Mpc/h thick, and spans 65.6 co-
moving Mpc/h on a side. The white regions show highly ionized gas in the simulation while the
dark regions are neutral. The columns, moving from left to right, show different models for the
ionizing sources: the left-most column assumes that the rate of ionizing photons emitted scales
with host halo mass as ˙N ∝ M1/3, the left-center assumes ˙N ∝ M, the right-center takes ˙N ∝ M5/3,
and the right-most has ˙N ∝ M, but increases the minimum host halo mass from Mmin = 108M⊙ to
Mmin = 4×1010M⊙. Moving from top to bottom, we show slices from various stages of reionization
with volume-averaged ionized fractions of 〈xi〉 ≈ 0.2,0.5, and 0.7, respectively. The bubble sizes,
at a given stage of reionization, are larger in the case where reionization is mainly driven by more
massive, highly biased sources. From [98].
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Fig. 4 Model bubble size distributions and ionization power spectra. The upper row shows the size
distribution of ionized regions at different stages of the reionization process: from left to right, the
volume-averaged neutral fraction is 〈xHI〉 ≈ 0.25,0.5, and 0.75, respectively. The blue solid curve
includes a model for the impact of recombinations in dense, self-shielded clumps, which act to
limit bubble growth. This case also includes a sub-grid model for the impact of photoionization
feedback, which here boosts the minimum host halo mass in ionized regions depending on the
intensity of the local radiation field and the length of time the host halo has been exposed to
this radiation. The green dotted line includes the impact of recombinations in dense clumps, but
ignores the effects of photoionization feedback. The purple dashed line ignores recombinations,
but includes photoionization feedback. Finally, the red dot-dashed line ignores both recombinations
and photoionization feedback. The bottom row shows the power spectrum in the same set of models
at each of 〈xHI〉 ≈ 0.75,0.5, and 0.25. From [80].
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Fig. 5 Power spectrum of UVB fluctuations at z = 6. The solid lines show models of the form
of Eq. 12 for ∆ 2J (k). In the models shown, 10% of randomly selected halos more massive than
Mmin = 1.6× 108M⊙ host ionizing sources with an ionizing luminosity proportional to the host
halo mass. The different colored lines make different assumptions about the mean free path to
ionizing photons. The dashed lines and squares show results from semi-numeric simulations at
z = 6, while the dotted lines and corresponding squares are for z = 5. From [108].
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Fig. 6 Temperature of the IGM for gas elements at each of z = 4.5,5.0, and z= 5.5 as a function of
the redshift at which the gas is reionized. The top panel shows the temperature at mean density (T0),
while the bottom panel shows the slope of the temperature-density relation, γ . In each panel, the
blue dot-dashed line shows the approximate evolution predicted by Eqs. 17 and 18, while the other
lines include further relevant cooling processes and adopt the Zel’dovich approximation to follow
the density evolution, rather than assuming linear theory. In each case, we assume that the gas is
heated to a fixed temperature at reionization, Tr = 2× 104 K, and assume a (hardened) spectral
index of α = 1.5 for computing the post-reionization photoheating. Note that although we assume
that all gas that reionizes at a given redshift lands on a well-defined temperature-density relation,
this will not typically be a good description once we account for the spread in reionization redshifts
across the universe. Adapted from [117].
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Fig. 7 Inhomogeneous thermal state of the IGM. The two panels illustrate how spatial variations in
the redshift of reionization may lead to temperature inhomogeneities after reionization. The panels
are from narrow slices (0.25 Mpc/h thick) through a semi-analytic reionization model in which
reionization completes at z = 5.8. Each slice is 130 Mpc/h on a side. Top panel: The reionization
redshifts across the simulation; the red regions have the highest reionization redshifts across the
slice, while the dark regions reionize at lower redshift. Bottom panel: The z = 5.5 temperature
through the same slice as in the top panel. The red areas in this panel show the hottest locations
in the slice, and correspond to the dark regions in the top panel that are reionized late. The dark
blue regions in the temperature slice, on the other hand, are the coolest regions that reionized first.
From [117].
